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Abstract
Anthraquinonic acid green 25 (AG 25) removal was investigated by plasmachemistry using non-thermal gliding arc at atmospheric pressure.

The gaseous species formed in the discharge, and especially OH� radicals, induce strong oxidizing effects in the target solution. The removal of the

dye was carried out in the absence and presence of TiO2 as photocatalyst. The decolourization of AG 25 was followed by UV–vis spectrometry (at

643 nm), while the degradation was followed by COD measurements. The effects of operating variables such as initial concentration of AG 25 and

catalyst concentration were investigated. Experiments were carried out to optimise the amount of TiO2. The results showed that maximum

degradation was attained for 2 g L�1 TiO2 concentration. At this optimum concentration, the dye (80 mM) was totally decolourized within 15 min

of plasma-treatment time, and 93% removal of initial COD was attained after a 180-min plasma-treatment time. In the absence of catalyst, colour

removal was 46% after 15 min, while COD abatement reached 84% after 180 min. The extent of degradation decreased with initial concentration

and the time required for complete degradation increased. In all cases, the plasma-treated samples in the presence or absence of catalyst were found

to follow pseudo-first order reaction kinetics. The TiO2-mediated plasmachemical process showed potential application for the treatment of dye

solutions, resulting in the mineralization of the dye confirmed by sulfate ion formation.

# 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dye pollutants from textile industry are an important source

of environmental contamination. Indeed, these effluents are

often toxic, mostly non-bio-degradable and sometimes also

resistant to destruction by physicochemical treatment methods.

Wastewaters from textile and dye industries are characterized

by strong colour, highly fluctuating pH, high chemical oxygen

demand and biotoxicity [1–3]. A lot of research has recently

been widely focussed on the treatment of wastewater due to

more stringent international environmental standards. A

number of physical, biochemical oxidation and chemical

techniques had been reported for the treatment of all types of
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dyes, but these processes have only limited success.

Biodegradation of dyes is not efficient enough due to the

presence of complex and stable aromatic structures. Many

different approaches have been suggested to tackle removal of

dyes from aqueous solutions. Among the widely used methods

are adsorption, biological degradation, coagulation processes,

and ozone and hypochlorite treatments of dye waste effluents.

All these methods are either costly, inefficient or result in the

production of secondary waste product [4,5]. Recently,

advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have been widely

investigated [6–9]. Advanced oxidation processes mainly

involve the generation of a very powerful and non-selective

oxidizing agent, the hydroxyl radical OH�, (E�OH�=H2O ¼ 2:8 V

versus SHE), which can be produced by different methods.

Heterogeneous catalytic oxidation processes may be by UV-

induced irradiation onto TiO2 [10–14] on ZnO [9], by solar

photo-catalysis using TiO2 and photo-Fenton processes.

Among homogeneous AOPs are UV/O3, UV/H2O2 and

different Fenton processes like dark-Fenton, solar-Fenton
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and UV-Fenton [15–17]. These techniques have been found

especially suitable for degrading azo and anthraquinonic dyes,

which are the mostly used textile colorants. Recently, gliding

arc discharge has been shown to be effective at degrading

organic compounds from aqueous solutions. Moreover, it is

possible to perform the degradation of dye-contaminated

wastewater [18,19]. In Algeria, synthetic dyes are intensely

used in the textile industry activity and have serious

consequences for public health. Te glidarc discharge belongs

to the group of non-thermal plasmas, although it is formed from

an electric arc. The nature of the activated species depends on

that of the gas used. The activated species are atoms (O),

radicals (OH�) or excited molecules (singlet oxygen O2
1Dg). In

the latter case, a modified electron distribution induces a

modified and usually enhanced reactivity. Emission spectro-

scopy measurements on gliding arc plasma in humid air

revealed the simultaneous presence of OH� and NO� radicals in

the discharge, with a much higher density for OH� radicals than

for NO� [20]. The species formed in gliding arc discharge such

as OH� radicals are responsible for strong oxidizing effects

whereas NO� radicals for acidifying properties [21–23].

Photocatalysis of organic compounds using TiO2 particles

presents many advantages: the large number of organic

compounds dissolved, or dispersed in water undergo complete

mineralization. So TiO2 has been extensively used in the

mineralization of toxic organic contaminants present in

wastewater. Hence, combined plasmachemical treatment and

TiO2-mediated heterogeneous process may be very efficient for

both decolourization and degradation. Photodegradation

processes proceed by different routes, involving for example

electron transfer from the excited state of the dye molecules

adsorbed on the TiO2 surface into the conduction band of TiO2.

TiO2 has an appropriate energetic separation between its

valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB), which can be

surpassed by the energy of a solar photon. The VB and CB

energies of the TiO2 are estimated to be +3.1 and �0.1 V,

respectively, which mean that its band gap energy is 3.2 eV and

it absorbs in the near UV light (l < 387 nm). Such processes

are less efficient than those occurring with UV light [24]. When

aqueous TiO2 suspension is irradiated with light energy greater

than the band gap energy of the semiconductor, conduction

band electrons ðecb
�Þ and valence band holes ðhvb

þÞ are

formed. The photogenerated electrons react with adsorbed

molecular O2, reducing it to superoxide radical anion O2
��, and

the photogenerated holes either can oxidise the organic

molecules directly, or can oxidise OH� ions and water

molecules adsorbed on the TiO2 surface to OH� radicals

[25,26]. These will act as strong oxidizing agents that can easily

attack any organic molecules adsorbed on, or located close to,

the surface of the catalyst, thus leading to their complete

degradation into small inorganic species. Reactions (1)–(5):

TiO2 þ hy!TiO2ðecb
� þ hvb

þÞ (1)

O2þecb
� ! O2

�� (2)

H2O þ hvb
þ ! OH� þ Hþ (3)
OH� þ RH ! R� þ H2O (4)

R� þ O2 ! R0COO� ! R0� þ CO2 (5)

The aim of this work is to treat an anthraquinonic dye acid

green 25 (AG 25) by coupling the gliding arc discharge with

TiO2 as photocatalyst thereby attempting to generate hydroxyl

radical (OH�) reactive species from both humid air plasma and

photocatalyst.

Anthraquinonic dyes represent the second most important

class of commercial dyes after azo compounds and are mainly

used for dyeing polyamides, leather and wool [27]).

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and reagents

Anthraquinonic acid green 25 (C28H22N2O8S2�2Na) or

toluennesulfonic acid, 6,60-(1,4-anthraquinonylenemino) dis-

odium salt, a commercial product purchased from Agros

Organic was used as received. The chemical structure and

absorption spectra of AG 25 are shown in Fig. 1. The

photocatalyst TiO2 was obtained from Merck (anatase as major

component), with a specific surface area of 11 m2 g�1. All other

chemicals were of analytical reagent grade. The natural pH of

the aqueous dye solution is 5.1. Distilled water was used to

make the dye solutions of desired concentration.

2.2. Apparatus

The gliding arc system used for this study was described

elsewhere [28] and various devices were tested for pollution

abatement of liquid effluents (Fig. 2). An electric arc forms

between two diverging electrodes raised to a convenient voltage

difference at the minimum gap. A special transformer (9000 V;

100 mA without charge) provides the electric power. The arc is

pushed away from the ignition point by the feeding gas flow and

sweeps along the maximum length of the electrode gap and

forming a large plasma plume. A new arc then appears and

develops according to the same procedure. The plasma plume is

disposed close enough to the liquid target, so that it licks the

liquid surface, and allows the chemical reactions to take place

at the plasma–solution interface (Reactions (6)–(16)).

The diffusion process in the liquid is improved by

conversion in the liquid phase due to the airflow and magnetic

stirring. The resulting plasma is actually quenched plasma at

atmospheric pressure and quasi-ambient temperature.

H2Oþ e�!H� þ OH� þ e� (6)

O2 þ e�!Oð3PÞ þ Oð1DÞ þ e� (7)

N2 þ e�!Nð4SÞ þ Nð2DÞ þ e� (8)

Nð2DÞ þ O2 ! NO� þ O (9)

H� þ O2 ! HO2
� (10)

HO2
� þ NO� ! NO2þHO� (11)
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Fig. 1. UV–vis absorption spectra and the structure of AG 25 dye.
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NO2þHO� ! Hþ þNO3
� (12)

NO� þ HO� ! HNO2 (13)

HNO2 , Hþ þNO2
� (14)

NO� þ Oð3PÞ ! NO2 (15)

O2þOð3PÞ ! O3 (16)

The treatment was carried out for different plasma-exposure

times. The working parameters were identified as the electrode

gap e (3 mm), the distance d (5 cm) between the electrode neck

and the liquid surface, the gas flow rate Q (800 L h�1), and the

nozzle diameter Ø (1 mm) which delivers a cylindrical gas flow.

2.3. Procedure and analytical methods

A volume of 180 mL of different AG 25 aqueous solutions

(80, 160 and 240 mM) was introduced in the reactor. The

treatment of the dye solution was investigated as a function of

plasma-exposure time t (1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 120, 150

and 180 min). The solutions were used without and with TiO2

(at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 g L�1 concentration) with an aim of

optimising the quantity of catalyst to use in the target solution.

The suspension was stirred for 30 min in the dark to attain
Fig. 2. Experimental set-up o
adsorption equilibrium between the dye solution and the TiO2

surface. Before analysis, aliquots of the aqueous suspensions

were collected at selected treatment time intervals, centrifuged

and filtered trough 0.45 mm Millipore filters to remove catalyst

TiO2 particles.

UV–vis analyses of the AG 25 solutions during the treatment

(from 0 to 180 min) were carried out in the 200–700 nm

wavelength range on a UV–vis Optizen 2021 double beam

spectrophotometer to follow decolourization versus plasma-

treatment time. The concentration of AG 25 for every treated

sample was determined by spectrophotometry at lmax = 643 nm.

The degradation was determined from the chemical oxygen

demand (COD); COD measurements were performed by titration

according to the NF T 90–101 AFNOR standard procedure.

Analysis of sulphate ions was carried out using colorimetric

methods following the AFNOR standard procedure.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Plasmachemical treatment without TiO2

3.1.1. Study of decolourization

Fig. 3 shows the UV–vis spectra of the AG 25 solution

(80 mM) for 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 120, 150 and 180

min of plasmachemical treatment. The spectrum corresponding
f the gliding arc plasma.



Fig. 3. UV–vis spectra of AG 25 as a function of plasma treatment time.
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to the untreated sample (Fig. 1) is characterized by a double

band in the visible region whose maximum absorbance

corresponds to 609 and 643 nm and a band located at

409 nm characterizing AG 25. The bands in the ultraviolet

region are, respectively, localized at 254 and 284 nm and are

attributed to the benzene cycles substituted by SO3
2� groups

and to the anthraquinonic part.

The plasmachemical treatment of the AG 25 aqueous

solution caused a reduction of the absorbance in the visible part

of the spectrum, whereas at short wavelengths some peaks

attributed to benzene appear multi-substituted [29]. Progressive

decolourization was total after 180 min of treatment (Fig. 3).

Decolourizing was observed during the very first minutes of

treatment. Indeed, the evolution of the residual concentration

versus time (Fig. 4), takes an exponential form. Decolouriza-

tion was fast during the first 30 min of treatment since the

concentration of the dye decreased from 80 to 20 mM at a rate

of 75.5%. Beyond this time, decolourization decreased slowly

to reach 84.4, 91.4 and 100% in 60, 120 and 180 min,

respectively.

The quantitative interpretation of the results requires a

kinetic model (Eq. (17)). The decolourization reactions follow

pseudo-first order kinetics:

� dC

dt
¼ kt (17)
Fig. 4. Evolution of the residual concentration and decolourization kinetics of

AG 25.
where k is pseudo-first order constant rate, t the treatment time

and C is dye concentration at time t. Integrating this equation

for the boundary conditions C = C0 at t = 0 and C = C at t = t

leads to the following equation:

ln

�
C0

C

�
¼ kt (18)

The kinetics of decolourization of AG 25 represented by

ln(C0/C) = f (time) (Fig. 4) based on the disappearance of the

visible band located at 643 nm indicates that the reaction

comprises two successive first order kinetics steps. The

treatment of the initial solution, strongly coloured, follows

fast decolourization kinetics with a rate constant of

0.045 min �1 owing to a significant flow of hydroxyl radicals

occurring at the beginning of the electrical discharge [21].

Beyond 30 min of treatment, a second step with a rate constant

of 0.0113 min�1 is observed.

3.1.2. Study of degradation

Degradation was followed by COD determination, which

reflects the degree of mineralization [21,30]. Complete

oxidation of AG 25 (Eq. (19)) may be written as follows:

C28H22N2O8S2Na2þ 35O2

! 28CO2þ 2NO3
� þ 4Hþ þ 2SO4

2�þ2Naþ þ 8H2O (19)

Calculation of the theoretical initial COD (89.6 mg L�1

O2.), was compared with that obtained experimentally

(88.1 mg L�1 O2) to determine the accuracy of the analytical

method used. The kinetics of COD removal depicted in Fig. 5

indicates a fall of the COD from 88.1 to 70.4 mg L�1 O2 after

15 min of treatment, which represents an abatement of 20%.

COD abatement attained 50% after 1 h of treatment and 84.6%

at the end of 3 h of treatment.

The study of ln(COD0/COD) versus time (Fig. 5) shows that

degradation follows pseudo-first order kinetics with a constant

rate of 0.0103 min�1.

3.1.3. Correlation between decolourization and

degradation

Decolourization results from the destruction of the

chromophoric group characterized by lmax (609 and 643 nm)
Fig. 5. Evolution of the COD and kinetics of degradation of AG 25: (^) COD;

(&) ln(COD0/COD).



Fig. 6. Decolourization and degradation of AG 25.

Fig. 7. Percent decolourization (15 min treatment time) and degradation (1 h

treatment time) vs. TiO2: (^) degradation; (&) decoulorization.

Fig. 8. UV–vis spectra vs. TiO2 concentration for a 15 min plasmachemical

trearment time: (1) untreated (2) 0 g L�1, (3) 0.5 g L�1, (4) 1 g L�1, (5)

1.5 g L�1 and (6) 2 g L�1.
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while degradation concerns bond breaking in the aromatic part

of dye (C–C; C C; C–N, C–S; C N). Fig. 6 shows

simultaneously the rate of decolourization and the residual

COD. The comparison of decolourization and degradation

during the first half hour of treatment shows the faster

decolourization rate at the expense of degradation. Beyond this

time, this phenomenon was inverted, since degradation was

faster than decolourization.

The difficulty in degrading AG 25 was primarily due to the

different affinity of the plasma-producing species for the

different parts of the dye molecule. Indeed the OH( radicals

attack initially the chromophoric group (at 643 nm) and the

fragile group, N–H thereby causing strong decolourization.

Further degradation occurs because of the increased availability

of the oxidizing species [29,31].

3.2. Plasmacatalysis: treatment with TiO2

The coupling of the non-thermal plasma of glidarc type with

TiO2 in aqueous solution for depollution purposes was studied

for the first time in this work. It aimed at improving the

effectiveness of the treatment and to generalize it to other

treatments. The treatment in the presence of catalyst must take

account of several parameters such as the optimal quantity of

catalyst to use, the pH of the solution, the nature of the

substance to be treated, the temperature as well as the

compounds present in the solution. Consequently, the optimal

concentration of catalyst will depend on the pollutant nature

and on the reactive species formed during the treatment.

Increasing the dose of TiO2 to be used in the target solution will

entail a limiting effect (screening effect) which is due to the

excess of the particles preventing the light from exciting the

surface of the photocatalyst [29]. All the experiments involving

the catalyst were initially agitated in the dark during 30 min for

the dye to attain adsorption equilibrium on the particles surface

and to ensure reproducibility of the results.

3.2.1. Determination of the optimal concentration of TiO2

The determination of the optimal concentration of catalyst

was made regarding decolourization and degradation of the AG

25 dye as a function of time. We varied the catalyst

concentration from 0.5 to 3 g L�1.The results show that
decolourization and degradation increased with treatment time

until 2 g L�1 (Fig. 7). Complete decolourization was obtained

within 15 min but the maximum of degradation (84%) was

attained within 1 h of treatment time. Beyond this optimal

catalyst concentration, a reduction in the treatment efficiency

was observed.

These results show that for any concentration higher than

2 g L�1, other factors can affect degradation. Thus, for

increased TiO2 concentrations, aggregation of the particles

reduces the contact surface between the solution and catalyst,

decreases the number of active sites on the surface rendering

difficult light infiltration resulting in a loss of catalyst

efficiency.

3.2.2. Study of decolourization

The treatment of an 80 mM AG 25 solution in the presence of

TiO2 caused the reduction in the absorbance corresponding to

the characteristic wavelengths (254, 284, 409, 609 and

643 nm). The absorption bands decrease with catalyst

concentration (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 g L�1). Fig. 8 represents

the spectra corresponding to the treatment of AG 25 during



Fig. 9. AG 25 (80 mM) depletion as a function of treatment time in the presence

of TiO2: (&) 2 g L�1; (+) 1.5 g L�1; (~) 1 g L�1; (&) 0.5 g L�1; (~) 0 g L�1.

Fig. 10. (a) Reduced COD of AG 25 (80 mM) with amount of TiO2: (&)

2 g L�1; (+) 1.5 g L�1; (~) 1 g L�1; (&) 0.5 g L�1; (~) 0 g L�1and (b)

reduced AG 25 absorbance (80 mM) at 2 g L�1 TiO2 concentration.
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15 min. This time was sufficient for a total decolourization of

the dye solution.

The presence of catalyst clearly improves the plasma-

producing treatment, because a significant variation in the

spectra, whose band intensity decreases according to the

amount of TiO2, was observed. Nevertheless, beyond a 2 g L�1

TiO2 concentration, a turbid solution was observed causing an

absorbance increase. UV–vis spectra obtained in the presence

and the absence of TiO2, showed that the reduction in

absorbance was not only significant in the presence of catalyst

but it concerned both spectrum ranges (visible and ultraviolet)

as well. No new band appeared during this treatment, unlike the

treatment without catalyst where the absorbance increased at

small wavelengths. This result shows that when only the

plasmachemical treatment was involved, light intermediate

products were progressively formed during treatment char-

acterized by an increase in the absorbance at small

wavelengths. On the other hand, in plasmacatalysis, these

same products disappear as a function of treatment time with

the reduction of the corresponding absorbances. Fig. 9

represents the reduced concentration C/C0 of AG 25

(80 mM) in the presence of the varying TiO2 concentration.

The results show the progressive decolourizing with catalyst

concentration. Total decolourization was obtained within

15 min of treatment and for a 2 g L�1 TiO2 concentration.

The plasmachemical treatment (without catalyst) gave

46.51% AG 25 decolourization during 15 min of treatment

with pseudo first order kinetics and different rate constants.

Plasmacatalysis gave a decolourization of 100% for the same

time treatment. From the kinetic point of view, the reduction in

the intermediate compounds made it possible to have a one-step

decolourization kinetics representing a first order reaction.

3.2.3. Study of degradation

Fig. 10a shows the evolution of the reduced COD (COD/

COD0) of AG 25 (80 mM) as a function of time for various

amounts of TiO2.The plots in Fig. 10b represent the imprint of

the aromatic part of the dye [34]. The evolution of the

absorbance at 284 and 254 nm shows the disappearance of the
anthraquinonic structure of AG 25. After 30 min of treatment

time, the stabilization of certain AG 25 benzene cycles non-

subject to plasmachemical treatment seems to occur. The

curves obtained show that the COD decreases with the amount

of TiO2 added.

Thus, for a 60-min treatment time, the rate of degradation

attained 84% in the presence of the optimal quantity of catalyst

(2 g L�1) and 91% for a 180-min treatment time. The residual

COD was only 7 mg L�1 O2. The results obtained are

summarized in Table 1.

The value of the COD was stabilized at 7 mg L�1 O2

accounting for the persistence of some aromatic compounds

which represent the basic structures of AG 25.This is in

agreement with the results by ref. [27] for the degradation of the

AB 25 dye, which is an anthraquinonic compound whose

structure is comparable to AG 25. Indeed, a 3-h photoctalytic

treatment allowed total decolourization of the dye. Never-

theless, persistence of some aromatic cycles was observed. The

UV–vis spectra obtained during the treatment without catalyst,

showed a significant increase in the absorbance at small

wavelengths, accounting for the formation of aromatic



Table 1

Degradation rate and kinetic constants for the plasmacatalytic treatment of AG

25

TiO2 concentration

(g L�1)

Degradation

rate (%)

Rate constant

(mn�1)

0 37.0 0.0103

0.5 48.7 0.0141

1 68.0 0.0179

1.5 84.3 0.0217

2 91.0 0.0430

2.5 75.0 0.0210

3 19.5 0.0011

Fig. 11. Variation of sulphate ion concentration versus plasmacatalytic treat-

ment time of AG 25 dye (80 mM).
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compounds lighter and less conjugated than the initial

molecule. The catalytic effect generated a decrease in

intermediate compounds, which disappeared with treatment

time. This can be explained by a possible adsorption of the

intermediate products on the surface of catalyst. In effect,

Fig. 10b shows that the aromatic species whose absorbance is at

254 nm was produced in significant amount during the first 2

min of the plasmacatalytic treatment then decreased quickly.

This can be explained by its migration towards the catalyst.

This study confirms that the aromatic compounds formed

during the plasmachemical treatment remain in solution, but are

adsorbed on TiO2 surface during the plasmacatalytic treatment.

The appearance of the sulphate ions is another proof of the

mineralization of AG 25 during the treatment. Indeed, dyes

containing sulphur atoms in the form of sulphonate can be

mineralized into sulphate ions by the attack of hydroxyl

radicals. The attack of R–SO3
2� by OH radical is favoured if

the molecule, via its orientation on the surface of TiO2, is

adsorbed via this group [32–34] according to the following

mechanism (Eqs. (20)–(24)):
(a) P
hoto-mediated hydrolysis:

R � SO3
� þH2O ! RH þ HSO4

� (20)

HSO4
� , SO4

�� þHþ (21)
(b) C
atalyst photo-activation:

TiO2þ hy ! e� þ hþ (22)

H2O þ hþ ! OH� þ Hþ (23)
(c) O
H� attack:

R� SO3
� þOH� ! R� þ Hþ þ SO4

2� (24)
Table 2

Influence of TiO2 concentration on the final pH (180 min)

TiO2 concentration (g L�1) pHfinal

0.0 1.70

0.5 1.13

1.0 1.09

1.5 1.01

2.0 0.91

2.5 0.84

3.0 0.84
The calculated final concentration of sulphates at the end of

the treatment was 15.36 mg L�1. We found 12.95 mg L�1, i.e.,

approximately 83%. This can be explained by the adsorption of

the sulphates on the catalyst, especially in acid solution. The

decrease in the pH favours the formation of Ti� OH2
þ groups,

which tend to attract sulphate ions and retain them on the

surface of the catalyst. Fig. 11 shows the evolution of sulphate

ion concentration during the treatment of AG 25 in the presence

of the catalyst. Sulphate ion formation versus treatment time

was studied for plasmachemical treatment. The values obtained
for sulphates were too low to be detected by the nephelometric

method, despite a relatively high degradation rate.

The treatment by plasma in humid air has also an acidifying

effect. As a result, the pH of the dye solution passed from 5.1 to

0.91 after a 180 min treatment time. The acidification is very

rapid since in less than 5 min of treatment time, the pH dropped

to 3.2. The addition of TiO2 caused a more marked pH decrease

compared to the treatment in the absence of the catalyst

(Table 2).

According to the values obtained, the treatment in the

presence of TiO2, further acidifies the treated solution as can be

seen from reaction (25). The effect of the pH on the

photocatalytic oxidation is well known. The variation of the

pH influences the adsorption of the molecules of the dye on the

surface of TiO2 [33]. The photocatalytic activity of TiO2

depends on its acido-basic properties. The surface of TiO2 is

positively charged in acid medium and thus attracts the dye

through its negatively charged sulphonic groups. Consequently,

the acidity of the solution favours the formation of the OH

hydroxyl radicals obtained from the positive holes (H+)

according to the reaction (Table 3):

H2O , Hþ þOH� þ hþ ! OH� þ Hþ (25)

3.2.4. Correlation between decolourization and

degradation

During the plasmachemical treatment, we noted a close

relationship between decolourization and degradation. This



Table 3

Decolourization and degradation rate constants for plasmachemical and plasmacatalytic treatment

AG 25 concentration

(mM)

103 � KDEC (min�1)

with TiO2

103 � KDEC (min�1)

without TiO2

103 � KDEG (min�1)

with TiO2

103 � KDEG (min�1)

without TiO2

80 455.0 45.0 43.0 10.3

160 183.0 15.5 12.8 7.0

240 132.0 14.9 7.7 4.9
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correlation was also found in the plasmacatalytic treatment

(Fig. 12).

The decolourization of the solution at the beginning of the

treatment exhibited very fast kinetics, whereas the degradation

evaluated by the residual COD was relatively slow. After a

15 min treatment time, the solution was completely decolour-

ized. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the

reactive species generated by plasma, will at this stage target

degradation since decolourization being maximum will not

further consume the OH radicals. The same phenomenon was

observed in the treatment in the absence of catalyst. During

treatment without catalyst, this time was 30 min, in the

presence of TiO2, it decreased to 15 min for complete

decolourization, inducing significant degradation. The kinetics

of degradation during the first minutes of treatment was slower

than that of decolourization. The intermediate products formed

will compete with the initial dye molecules with respect to the

OH radicals responsible for oxidation [35,36]. The degradation

rate decrease could be related to the difficulty in converting the

atoms of nitrogen and sulphur into oxidized compounds. The

degradation follows pseudo first order kinetics with rate

constant equal to 0.043 min �1, hence a value four times higher

than that obtained in the treatment without catalyst

(0.0103 min�1).

3.2.5. Effect of initial dye concentration

As aforementioned, the concentration plays a significant role

in pollutants treatment since they can occur at high

concentrations in industrial effluents. The same concentrations

were selected as in the treatment without catalyst (80, 160 and
Fig. 12. Plasmadecolourization and plasmadegradation of AG 25 dye (80 mM):

(~) decolourization; (&) degradation.
240 mM). The concentration of TiO2 was maintained at

2 g L�1.The increase in the initial dye concentration resulted

in a reduction in the elimination rate. These results corroborate

those cited in ref. [37]. Increasing AG 25 concentration from 80

to 240 mM, resulted in a decolourization percent decrease from

93.9 to 75.9% for a treatment time of 10 min and a degradation

percent decrease from 56.9 to 20.4% for a 30-min treatment

time. We noted a reduction in the plasmacatalytic efficiency for

the treatment of more concentrated AG 25 dye solutions. This is

due to the increase in the amount of the dye adsorbed on the

surface of the catalyst which will inhibit the activity of the OH
Fig. 13. Effect of initial AG 25 concentration in the presence of 2 g L�1 de

TiO2: (a) reduced concentration evolution; (b) reduced COD evolution. (&)

80 mM plasmachemistry; (&) 80 mm plasmacatalysis; (~) 160 mM plasma-

chemistry; (~) 160 mM plasmacatalysis; (*) 240 mM plasmachemistry; (*)

240 mM plasmacatalysis.



Fig. 14. Initial AG 25 (a) decolourization rate for three concentrations of AG

25; (b) degradation rate for three concentrations of AG 25. ( ) Plasmachem-

istry; (&) plasmacatalysis.
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radicals, in addition to the more intense colouration preventing

the light from infiltrating into the medium. For these high

concentrations, UV radiations can be stopped by the dye

molecules thereby affecting the photocatalytic process [38].

The reduced concentration and chemical oxygen demand for

the three concentrations studied for both treatment types are

depicted in Fig. 13. As expected, the plasmacatalytic treatment

is clearly more efficient than the plasmachemical one.

Effectively, the increase in the initial concentration of AG 25

decreases the rate of decolourization in plasmachemical

treatment. Indeed, a rate of 84.4% was obtained for an initial

concentration of 80 mM after 1 h of treatment; it was 46.5% for

a 160 mM solution and only 27.3% for a 240 mM solution. In

addition, degradation decreased in an identical way and the

results show that for a-1 h treatment time, the degradation rate

was 50.4% for the 80 mM solution, 29.2% for the 160 mM

solution and 18.1% for the 240 mM.

The reaction rate constants obtained during the first 15 min

of plasmachemical treatment, indicate that decolourization and

degradation of AG 25 were faster for the small concentration

(80 mM).

This behaviour can be explained by the non-availability of

the plasma-producing species in a very coloured and opaque

aqueous solution. Indeed, a more concentrated solution requires

a more significant gas flow in order to produce more OH�

radicals and to increase the intermolecular distances of the dye

[32].

From the output and reaction speed point of view,

decolourization (Fig. 13a) and degradation (Fig. 13b) are
definitely more significant for plasma treatment in the presence

of catalyst. Consequently, one-step reactions with exponential

type curves for treatments with TiO2 were obtained, whereas

without catalyst two-step reactions were involved, which can be

explained by the availability of the OH� radicals during the

plasmacatalytic treatment and the contact homogeneity with

the catalyst contact surface.

The efficiency of the plasmacatalytic treatment compared to

the plasmachemical one is reflected in the rate constants values.

Fig. 14(a and b) summarizes the results for both treatments.

Higher initial decolourization and degradation rates in

plasmacatalysis than those obtained by plasmachemistry were

obtained. The plasma AG 25 elimination is connected to the

concentration of both �OH radicals and dye and it cannot to be

associated to a first order kinetic. Consequently, the comparison

between the different studies will be done using the initial

degradation rate (mol L�1 min�1) rather than a pseudo first

order kinetic constant.

4. Conclusion

The glidarc is a non-thermal source of plasma, which

generates very reactive species such as OH radicals. These

species exhibit powerful oxidizing properties capable of

mineralizing organic compounds. In this study, we used the

plasma in humid air for the degradation of the anthraquinonic

AG 25 dye. Complete decolourization of the AG 25 solution

was obtained after a 180-min plasma treatment time without

catalyst, but for the TiO2-mediated process, the treatment time

was reduced to 15 min. The rate of degradation attained 50%

for a 1-h plasma exposure time while for the TiO2-assisted

system, this rate increased to 84%. UV–vis spectrophotometry

highlighted the decolourization of the AG 25, namely the

destruction of the chromophores, whereas the abatement of the

chemical oxygen demand confirmed degradation. The kinetic

studies showed the faster decolourization rate compared to

degradation. The use of the catalyst TiO2 improved decolour-

ization, just as degradation, occurring at a faster rate than in the

TiO2-free case. Reaction speeds as well as mineralization of the

dye were significantly higher in the presence of TiO2.

Mineralization was attested by the high percentage of sulphate

ions formed during the treatment. The rates of decolourization

and degradation were maximum for an optimal amount of TiO2

equal to 2 g L�1, beyond which, the plasma/TiO2 system was

less effective. The initial dye concentration is a significant

parameter as the treatment is better adapted to low concentra-

tions. The combined plasma-TiO2 method is a rapid and cost-

effective means, which might prove well adapted to the removal

of organic pollutants.
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